Automatic problematic situation recognition (PSR) is important for an online conversational system to constantly improve its performance. A PSR module is responsible of automatically identifying users' un-satisfactions and then sending feedbacks to conversation managers. In this paper, we collect dialogues from a Chinese online chatbot, annotate the problematic situations and propose a framework to predict utterance-level problematic situations by integrating intent and sentiment factors. Different from previous work, the research field is set as open-domain in which very few domain specific textual features could be used and the method is easy to be adapted to other domains. Experimental results show that integrating both intent and sentiment factors gains the best performance.
Introduction
Automatic conversational systems are computer programs that interact with human users based on their knowledge bases. Developers of conversational systems devote plenty of efforts and time in collecting and verifying knowledge so as to maximize the information needs of potential users. However, problematic situations are inevitable due to several reasons (i.e. human verifiers would make mistakes or omissions, or quality of some answers couldn't be judged without certain contexts). So it is necessary to equip a conversational system with an automatic PSR module to keep its performance constantly improved. The program is responsible of monitoring whether the dialogue or some utterances are problematic during interactions and then providing feedbacks to the dialogue managers.
Problematic situations reflect that a human user is not satisfied with answers that a conversational system offers. From one perspective, some of these un-satisfactions can be captured through a human user's dialogue acts. For example, if a user repeats requesting the same question or frequently changes topics, it is likely that the system provides unsatisfactory answers (Chai et al., 2006) . From another perspective, some explicit manners (i.e. sentiment-related expressions or dissatisfied feelings) that reflect the change of a user's mentality would also indicate a problematic situation occurs. Some previous systems use surveys to capture users' satisfactions: they let users to vote or evaluate whether the system has perfectly help them complete certain tasks (Hastie et al., 2002; ) so as to collect users' satisficing scores. However, for a real-world conversational application, there are very few users who are willing to provide this kind of feedbacks.
The dialogue materials for this research come from a Chinese online chatting robot-BIT, which is developed for chatting and entertainment. It also integrates real-time data query functions about share price, weather report, post-code and telephone area code lookup. In addition to queries about real-time data, the corpus is totally open-domain and the number of topics that a dialogue could be related is unlimited. We annotated problematic situation labels in the utterance level (whether a question-answer pair is problematic/whether an answer is problematic) and took a deeper analysis towards different cases. Finally, we introduce the PSR framework. This framework is simple but efficient: we mapped the user intent and user sentiment categories to two groups of representative features and predicted problematic situations with supervised learners.
Our main contributions stem from the features, domains and language: Unlike most previous researchers who considered only user intent (Chai et al., 2006) or took offline satisfaction scores provided by users as user sentiment (Hastie et al., 2002; , our method integrates intent and sentiment in an online manner, which automatically identifies these two factors and gives the managers realtime feedbacks. The domain of the dialogue is open which is different from (Hastie et al., 2002; Chai et al., 2006) . Another contribution is that this is the first work that solves this issue on the Chinese language, which has very different language specific features and resources from English.
We experimented on the corpus through 10-fold cross validation. In each individual fold, we compare our method with two baselines and with four popular classifiers. Results show that integrating both user intent and user sentiment factors gains the best performance with an average F 1 of 0.62 (by SVM).
Following, we first introduce related work o PSR from different perspectives. Introduction to the corpus are arranged next. The feature selections and the recognition framework are proposed in Section 4. Experiments, future work and conclusions constitute the rest.
Related Work
Previous researches in this literature differed in research grains, input features and research domains.
Dialog-level vs. Utterance-level
Most early work focused on the prediction of a complete dialogue. Hastie et al.(2002) predicted problematic dialogues from a series of DARPA Communicator dialogues according to user satisfaction rates, task completion predictors and some interaction based features. Walker et al. (2002) presented their prediction model on the basis of information the system collected early in the dialogue and in real time. Oulasvirta et al. (2006) reported relations between users' satisfaction rates among the goal-level, concept-level, task-level and command-level, and captured a number of qualified user features. Möller et al. (2008) evaluated performance of different models including linear regression models and classification trees on predicting dialog-level user satisfaction in three spoken dialogue datasets.
Although the predictions of progress towards dialogue completion might be used as a cue to the dialogue manager, the results couldn't reflect in which position a dialogue began to become problematic. Chai et al. (2006) proposed the definition of user intent and incorporate a few matching features to predict utterance-level problematic situations (whether an immediate answer is satisfactory). Engelbrecht et al. (2009) employ the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model the whole dialogue into a sequence where each node of the sequence corresponds to the quality of the utterance. Higashinaka et al. (2010a; 2010b) also use HMM to model the good/bad sequence and testing the effects of turn-wise and overall ratings. Similar spirit also exists in (Hara et al., 2010) . Support Vector Machines (SVM) are used by Schmitt et al. (2011) for the quality prediction on the CMU's Let's Go Bus Information system (Raux et al., 2006) and ASR features are compared in their experiments.
Features
There are many factors that could affect the performance of judging whether a dialogue is problematic or not, i.e. time attributes like the total time of a dialogue and the time delays between utterances (Hastie et al., 2002; Walker et al., 2002; Möller et al., 2008) , dialogue acts that may reflect user intents (Hastie et al., 2002) and users' satisfaction ratings toward the system's performance (Hastie et al., 2002) . To avoid the side effects by Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and concentrate on the pure textual features in dialogues, several researchers only study the effect of dialogue acts and users' satisfaction ratings (Chai et al., 2006; . However, it has also proved that users' satisfaction ratings could not be always relied on since different groups of users may have different predictive powers (i.e. from novices to experts) (Möller et al., 2005) .
Research Domains
Another main difference among previous researches is domain restriction. Specific domains or tasks simplify the PSR task and features are easy to be defined by employing domain experts. However, this restriction limits the ability of feature adaption from certain domains/tasks to others. In a way, domain-specific knowledge and user surveys are not easy to be adapted. As far as we know, most previous related work restricted their researches on specific domains such as travel plan making (Hastie et al., 2002) , restrict-ed scenarios (Chai et al., 2006) , bus schedule information (Schmitt et al., 2011) , music information (Hara et al., 2010) , animal discussion and attentive listening (Higashinaka et al., 2010a; Higashinaka et al., 2010b) .
Problematic Situation Analysis
This section will first introduce the characteristics of the corpus we construct and then provide definitions and examples for what we have learned from the dialogues.
Corpus Description
The corpus includes 479 dialogues with totally 3111 QA pairs. The dialogues are extracted from log files of the BIT robot from May to June, 2013. Each dialogue has a specific session ID, identifying that the dialogues are collected from different users or on different time. Chatting (> 2/3), stock real-time inquiries (<1/6) and weather report inquiries (<1/7) account for the largest proportion. The dialogues are almost original which contains a number of curse words (although we have removed some too dirty words), facial expressions (by expressing moods through several punctuations such as -:)‖), boring statements (i.e. I am boring uh) as well as duplicate questions, indicating the irregular and informal characteristics of the online chatting contexts. The language of the corpus is Chinese, with very few English utterances (<1/100). The length of dialogues ranges from 1 to 64 QA pairs 1 . To collect users' un-satisfactions, the developers place good/bad comment buttons for each answer but it seems to be useless (seldom users would click the buttons). Through observation, we found that users' behaviors, including the type of both inquiries and responses, provide important cues to determine whether a user is satisfied with an answer or not. To show this relation, two examples are listed in Table 1 .
We asked two annotators to label whether each answer is problematic or not. They gave their judgment according to whether they considered the answer provided by the chatting system was reasonable or not, but ignored whether it was not precise (i.e. a factual answer that is out of date). When labeling the current pair, they were asked to refer to the above interactions so as to take the context restrains into consideration. By using Cohen's kappa coefficient, the inter 1 In this paper, we will use the notion -utterance‖ and -QA pair‖ exchangeablely. 
Corpus Deeper Analysis
According to observation, the style of sentences raised by users could be roughly divided into two groups: questions and statements(corresponding to inquiries and responses in the previous section). Questions are sentences that send inquiries to the system, indicating that users have some information needs. Contrarily, statements are sentences that reflect no information needs, but could express complains, exclamations or some other affections. We've also observed that a specific group of features is much related to questions while another group is more likely to co-occur with statements. Based on this intuition, we define two concepts as:
User Intent -the action of a user when raising a question, indicating that the user is executing an inquiry to the system. User Sentiment -the sentiment or affection that a user expresses through his/her utterances, including negative and non-negative.
The definition of user intent follows (Chai et al., 2006) . It mainly contains four lower-level types: switch, continue, retry, and clarify. Switch means to start a new topic or a new dialog. Continue, retry and clarify are restricted in the same topic, with different dialogue acts. User sentiment is associated with the following cases: greeting, criticize/response, exclaim/statement, curse, order and other. Other contains punctuations, facial expressions and special symbols that are frequently used in Chinese daily chatting. Examples with explanations for user intent and sentiment are listed in Table 2 .
The annotations towards the lower-level categories have more conflicts (with an average κ about 0.5) than the problematic labels. The disagreements are solved after declaring some issues: 1) if intent and sentiment characteristics both occur, label according to the type of the sentence (question correlates with intent and statement with sentiment) 2) Criticizes are towards the system's last response while curses are not.
Problematic situations that originate from the following types are more direct and easier to understand: a) repeat the last question (retry, 4.95%-45.45%); b) change the topic (switch, 32.27%-32.17% with 6.97% at the beginning); c) try to clarify what the user intended to ask (clarify, 1.29%-50%) d) negative criticisms towards the last answer (criticize, 13.79%-15.85%); e) negative words toward the robot (curse, 6.59%-11.7%). The percentages 4.95%-45.45% stand for that retry accounts for 4.95% in all, and among all the retry cases, 45.45% are problematic. We also have the polarity (negative or nonnegative) of each user provided utterance annotated and find that nearly all the negative occur in statements. The rest problematic situations mostly come from the other type (8.61%-48.13% with 36.19% facial expressions that the system is not able to recognize), continue (8.01%-28.4%), exclaim (10.83%-19.58%) and order (7.23%-19.55%).
We also notice that in several cases, although users hadn't received satisfactory answers, they didn't mean to negotiate with the system any more, indicating that many users are not patient enough to provide cues. These cases bring about difficulties for the prediction. Another special case we notice is from the disagreements of annotators, that is, sentiment and intent characteristics could co-occur (i.e. repeated curses). This inspires us to synthesize both user intent and user sentiment attributes for an utterance.
Recognition Framework for Problematic Situations
Based on a simple dependency analysis for a dialogue, we first map user intent and user sentiment into related feature groups, and then use the features to predict problematic situations.
Utterance Dependency Analysis
A dialogue could be modeled using a directed graph constituted by the question sequence Q and the answer sequence A. In the graph, a node stands for an utterance (question/answer), and edges are drawn from each Q i-1 to Q i , Q i to A i , A i-1 to A i and A i-1 to Q i . The edges stand for dependencies or constrains between utterances ( Figure  1 ).
Figure 1. Dependencies or constrains in dialogues
In this work, the edges from A i-1 to Q i and from Q i-1 to Q i are the main dependency types we research. A i-1 to Q i shows the last answer affects the current question in a dialog, always reflected by user sentiment. Constrains between questions are more related to user intent, i.e. the current question would have a high similarity with the last one if one attempts to retry an inquiry. The following example typically shows the two types of constrains: 
Mapping to problematic situations
To avoid cascade errors brought about by lower-level classifications, we weaken the category constrains by mapping the taxonomy to related features. The four types for user intent could be distinguished by features considering about similarity between sentences, which descends from retry, clarify to continue and switch. For the six types in user sentiment, we define word features, word polarity features and pattern features to make the types distinguished.
In our proposed framework, the automatic PSR problem is simplified into a one level binary classification task in which utterances are modelled with general features, user intent specific features and sentiment specific features. General features are textual and non-textual features that have nothing to do with user intent or user sentiment, including: whether the answer is from the system's default response list to underdeveloped knowledge, whether the question is a real-time inquiry, the number of utterances before and follow (especially to distinguish the beginning or ending of a dialog), the similarity between the question and its corresponding answer.
User intent specific features are those extracted from the perspective of user intent, mainly related to the similarity between two adjacent questions. User sentiment specific features are those extracted from the perspective of user sentiment, which focus on whether a user-raised utterance contains any sentiment information.
Intent Specific Feature Selection
Specifically, we tag whether the current question is retry because retry always corresponds to a very high similarity which is easy to be identified and many of them are related to problematic situations. We also use the similarity between two questions to distinguish the other types of intents. Typical features are listed in Table 3 (NE stands for Name Entity).
The semantic similarity measure between questions (labeled by * in Table 3 ) is based on a Chinese semantic web, HowNet (Dong and Dong, 2006) . The defined semantic similarity in HowNet is a normalized real value ([0,1]) of the shortest path connecting two words in the HowNet Concept Relation Net. Suppose two questions P and Q (word sequence size m and n, respectively), the semantic similarity between them is defined as: Table 3 . User intent specific features.
The target words, name entities and dependency trees are identified or generated by LTP (LTP, Liu et al., 2011) . Target words are defined as the direct objects that the root verb governs in a dependency parse tree in questioning sentences. The dependency similarity is computed by counting the number of common dependency relations (normalized to [0,1]).
Sentiment Specific Feature Selection
User sentiment is a good reflection of a user's current mood. The difficulty lie on that curse sentences and negative criticisms are not easy to be distinguished, especially for the Chinese language where many sentences have no subjects at all. A solution is that considering both the similar key words between the last answer and the current statement, and whether a second person pronoun (i.e. you/BIT) exists.
This work models the possible relations from sentiments to problematic situations by defining a series of sentiment related features. We employ dictionary-based method (Zhao et al., 2010) to judge the polarity of words in a sentence. Typical features are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 . User sentiment specific features.
Cursing sentences or negative criticisms are usually expressed in certain patterns which could be captured through regular expressions after removing adverbs and modals. Adjective and noun words are good indicators for sentiment which could be looked up in sentiment dictionaries. We employ two general Chinese sentiment dictionaries (NTUSD 2 and HowNet) to determine the polarity of a word (including both nouns and adjectives for the consideration of both You're a fool and You're foolish.). In addition, we tag the sentence as negative if it only contains negative words (key words) after removing useless components. Real-time inquiries are special cases that we should filter out through key words matching.
There are also something special that we should consider. Suppose there are three continuous pairs: A->B->C: If the question in B contains negative criticism information but A is a real-time inquiry, we couldn't directly judge A is problematic. A typical example is that the answer is closely related but is not precise (i.e. out of date). Inquiry includes questions about weather, stock, post code, telephone and identity code in this system.
In addition to un-satisfactions for not achieving the desired answer, curse/criticism sentences could also grow out from some other cases: (1) the user has been ridiculed by the system thereby becomes irritated; (2) the user just wants to express his/her feelings to the system through repeated statements. These cases are not directly related to problematic situations, which, however, haven't been well recognized yet, hindering the improvements of the learners.
The Recognition Framework
We expected that the lower-level category information could be well modeled through features and classifiers. General features, user intent specific features and user sentiment specific features are extracted for each QA pair. Intuitively, the feature groups for user intent and user sentiment have relatively different emphasis and the hybrid features should naturally increase the system's recall.
Suppose the sequences are Q and A, in which Q i is to be determined (see Figure 1) . The automatic PSR model is described as the follows: a) Pre-processing: tokenization, POS tagging, parsing, removing stop words, and filtering system specified inquires (weather, stock, post code, telephone and identity code); b) Extract sentiment specific features for Q i based on Q i ; c) Extract intent specific features for Q i based on Q i-1 and Q i ; d) Tag whether Q i is retry or not, tag whether Q i is negative or not; e) Determine problematic of Q i according to sentiment (retry or not) and intent labels (negative or not), specific features (Table 3 and 4) and general features ( §4.2), as well as the labels for Q i-1 (retry, negative, and problematic); f) Post-processing: For the last QA pair in a dialog, if a same pair exists before and is labeled as problematic, Q i is labeled problematic. The reason why we also take the labels of Q i-1 into account is based on the fact that the labels of Q i-1 may help determine the current label. For example, if the last intent indicates a retry and the current question indicates a switch (a much lower similarity with the last one), it is very likely that the user has tried at least twice but hasn't received a satisfactory answer. In this case, the previous retry could also increase the probability of switch, which is helpful for the final determination.
Post processing mainly deals with the last utterance in a dialogue which doesn't have any followings.
Experiments and Analysis
To prove the effectiveness of our model, we compare it with two baselines on four classical classifiers through 10-fold cross-validation.
The baselines include the model with general features (GF) and intent specified features (ISF), the model with GF and sentiment specified features (SSF). We name our hybrid model that with hybrid features as GF+ISF+SSF. We report the detailed performance gains of the GF+ISF+SSF model compared with the two baselines with intense experiments on the corpus. General features (GF) only contains little useful information towards our task and has very poor performance, therefore we didn't set it as a baseline. We test the model with SVM, Naï ve Bayes, Decision Tree and CRF so as to find out an efficient and stable learner for the task.
GF+SSF

Prec.
Rec 10-fold cross validations are performed on the dataset. To specify, the corpus should be divided in the unit of dialogues rather than utterances for the sake of integrating sequential features (i.e. the previous labels). LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) , Naï ve Bayes and Decision Tree (J48) were provided by the Weka toolkit (Hall, et al., fold Prec. Table 6 . Detailed results in 10-fold cross validation.
Rec
-im-in‖ and -im-sen‖ stand for the improvements of the hybrid model than intent and sentiment specific models. -Percent.‖ stands for the proportion% of problematic utterances in this fold of data.
2009). CRF is provided by CRF++ 3 , a C++ implementation. Metrics of precision, recall and F 1 are used for evaluation.
We list results for the average performance of cross-validation in Table 5 . From the data we notice, all the four learning models perform well in precision but a little poor in recall (no matter for which model). And the case of Naï ve Bayes is especially obvious. According to analysis towards the output, the performance of high precision and low recall mainly due to the following reasons: Firstly, we select features empirically which may generate strong rules: if some condition is satisfied, some conclusion is drawn. Secondly, there are still a number of situations that we couldn't resolve by training our models. For example, not all retry result in problematic situations, and sometimes the users' intents are hard to understand. Finally, there are many negative sentences that are not related to problematic situations which could confuse the learners.
We also notice that SVM and CRF have much better results than J48 and Naï ve Bayes, implying the effectiveness of the two classifiers. The hybrid model outperforms the two baselines mainly by recall, reflecting the reasonability of considering both user intent and sentiment. More evidence for the robustness of the hybrid features and the learners can be recognized through a detailed report of the cross validation (Table 6 ). From the table we observe two important things: one is that SVM performs much more stable than other classifiers, and CRF is not so good as what we have expected, considering there are sequential features; the other is that the hybrid model outperforms other baselines in most cases, and it also has comparative results in 3 http://crfpp.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/index.html other cases (fold 1, 6, and 10).
What we have also noticed is that although Naï ve Bayes doesn't achieve a better score in F 1 , it always performs well in precision (Table 5 ). Its characteristics of running fast, easy implemented and with high precision enable the developers to integrate the automatic recognizer in the system and send back precise predictions in real time.
Future Work
We left two problems for future work. Firstly, although we have defined lower-level categories for user sentiment and user intent, we failed to well identify each of them. More representative features (maybe word embedding or something else) should be extracted to clearly identify their boundaries. Secondly, there is much noise in the original corpus which may affect the model performance. An automatic sieve should be developed to deal with the noisy information.
Conclusion
This paper analyses different problematic situations under the chatting context for the Chinese language. Other than previous work, we propose the problematic situation recognition model from two perspectives-user sentiment and user intent, and test the proposed model on a totally opendomain corpus. Experiments verify that integrating both the two factors gains the best predicting result. More representative features and more efficient approaches will be developed for further improvement.
